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Reviewer’s report:

Minor essential revisions
Thank you for addressing most of my comments.
Figure 1, in the first box spell out SHT
Table 1 provide median and quartile 1 and quartile 3 values in the one line
e.g. median Age 48 years (25% percentile 39 years, 75% percentile 56 years).
This Table should be reformatted so much easier to read as previously requested.

Table 2: spell out Blood Pressure in this title

Table 3 acronyms need to spelled out in full as footnotes e.g ACE and SHT. This Tables still difficult for the average reader to interpret. May be add an explanatory example and state that the p value is statistically significant if <0.05

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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